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My name is Fatima, I am an interior
photographer based just in the middle
of Lausanne and Geneva. 

I love 

to photograph interiors and
architecture inspired by nature, using
natural textures, shapes and colours.

I help 

Architects, Interior Designers and
Entrepreneurs present their projects
with professional images, so their
potential  clients fall in love with the
interiors without visiting them. 

I  know 

how to make your interior come alive
through images that speak and touch 
your clients reflecting the atmosphere
and harmony you intended, through
my workflow and many years of
experience with editorial magazines.

My images will reflect 
your creative vision of
architecture and design 
and seduce your clients by
giving all their senses a
feeling as if stepping into
real decor.

Hello, 
nice to meet you!



Distinguish yourself with memorable and original-style photographs that
capture your projects and unique vision. Professional photographs that
exude harmony by paying great attention to every little detail. My zone of
genius is to capture the right mood, texture and colours of your creations.1.



Always aim for magazine-style photos. Publications in professional
magazines will bring great exposure to your business.  My twenty
years of editorial experience will help in publishing your designs
with professional, high-quality photographs in Interior Magazines.
They are always looking for unique voices and visions, for new
perspectives and creativity. Thanks to my unique approach, I have
all the skills and insight to identify and photograph your project
that is just that little different, which surprises and inspires.
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Planning is important so I will provide you with an easy-to-follow 
‘before-at-after’ shooting plan. One of my skills is styling photographs
harmoniously and making your creations stand out by working on what is
at hand or if desired, helping find the right decoration or piece of art. 
Check out some samples of rare finds on @SheEntersTheRoom

's 

3.

https://www.instagram.com/SheEntersTheRoom/
https://www.instagram.com/SheEntersTheRoom/


Make sure your images will evoke all senses and make your interior
come alive by highlighting textures and true colours in choosing the
right light and angle. My images will reflect your creative vision of
architecture and design and seduce your clients by giving all their senses
a feeling as if stepping into a real decor.
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Communication is key so make sure your photographer understands
your vision. With my expertise and communication skills, I can easily
and properly identify what your ideas, expectations and goals are
which I then reflect in photographs with natural lighting to make
your work stand out from the competition. 

Languages - fr, eng, ger, swiss-ger, dutch, it
5.



Thank you for reading!

With my 
Interior Photography Packages 

I help Interior Designers, Architects and Entrepreneurs 
to stand out by taking professional, distinguishing photographs 

to inspire their clients.
 

 I offer to create 
beautiful graphic presentations for optimal online exposure that represent 

your vision.
 

See you soon for a coffee 
-in person or via Zoom in fr, eng, ger, swiss-ger, dutch or it- 

to chat about your passion and grow it into a lucrative business and 
reach more clients.

 

 
email: info@sghiri.com 
whatsapp +41 798102832 

www.sghiri.com

This is how I can help you


